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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0375/2006 by Efthimia Dilpizoglou (Dutch), on being refused 
permission to carry out a traineeship in France. 

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner has a degree in human sciences but is currently unemployed. As part of the job-
seeking programme she is enrolled on, she been looking for a traineeship in the Netherlands 
for the past two years without success. She was recently offered a traineeship in France, but 
the Dutch authorities responsible for the job-seeking programme refuse to accept this, as they 
regard stays abroad as holidays. Referring to the EU’s principles of freedom of movement for 
students and workers, the petitioner calls on the European Parliament to investigate to what 
extent the Dutch authorities’ rejection of her request to complete a traineeship in France is 
compatible with the relevant EU legislation. 

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 22 September 2006. Information requested from the Commission 
under Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 25 January 2007.

Background/Summary of the facts/History 
The petitioner is a Dutch national who graduated in human science and is currently 
unemployed. She is following a work-reintegration programme organised by the city of 
Amsterdam's Employment and Income Service (Dienst Werk en Inkomen: "DWI"). As part of 
this programme, the petitioner is supposed to do a three-month traineeship which seems to be 
regulated by a contractual agreement between the trainee, the reintegration agency and DWI. 
Having looked for such a traineeship in the Netherlands without success, she has recently 
found a traineeship in France in a private school. The Dutch authorities, however, refused to 
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accept a traineeship in France for the purposes of the work-reintegration programme and 
regarded the period of three months abroad as exceeding the maximum length of holidays to
which the petitioner would be entitled. 

The Complaint
The petitioner considers that the refusal of Dutch authorities, which results in preventing her 
from travelling to France, is not compatible with the principles of free movement of persons 
and workers, and does not take account of her rights as an EU citizen. 

The Commission’s comments to the petition’s arguments
According to Article 39 of the EC Treaty and Regulation (EEC) 1612/68, which provide for 
the free movement of workers, EU nationals have the right to take up employment in another
EU Member State. The essential characteristic of the employment relationship, as defined by 
the case law of the European Court of Justice, is the fact that a person performs genuine and 
effective activities for the benefit and under the direction of another person in return for which 
he or she receives remuneration.
From the information provided, it is not clear what the terms of the work-reintegration 
programme exactly are and whether the traineeship in the framework of this programme could 
be considered as an employment activity according to Article 39 of the EC Treaty. 
Therefore, in order to ascertain whether the rules regulating the work-reintegration 
programme are compatible with Community law, the Commission needs more detailed 
information about the case and, in particular, about the reason why the Dutch authorities seem 
to consider the traineeship in France as a holiday. The petitioner should know, however, that 
establishing a maximum length of holiday in the framework of a work-reintegration 
programme cannot be considered in itself as a violation of EC law. 

Conclusions
In the light of the above, the Commission cannot at this stage take a final position on the case. 
The Commission will contact the petitioner in order to obtain more detailed information.

4. Further Commission reply, received on 1st September 2009

The main question that arises from the petition is whether the condition of residence with 
limited possibilities of temporary stay abroad, which is attached to the receipt of the benefit 
under the WWB, can be applied against a person in the situation of the petitioner.

The allowances paid under the WWB are granted to persons who do not have sufficient 
financial resources to provide them with the necessary means of living and who are not 
eligible for another allowance or social security benefit (for example invalidity benefit or 
unemployment benefit). The allowance is means-tested and based on the individual needs of 
the person concerned taking into account all relevant circumstances. Its payment is made 
subject to a number of obligations on the recipient such as his active participation in a 
rehabilitation programme aimed at reintegration into the labour market.  

The first questions to be answered are whether the social benefit in question is a social 
security benefit within the meaning of Regulation 1408/71 concerning the coordination of 
national social security schemes, and whether the benefit may be made subject to the 
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requirement that the person is residing in that Member State. 

The Commission services have contacted the Dutch authorities for more information about 
the nature of this benefit. On the basis of the information received from the Dutch authorities 
and taking into consideration the case law of the Court of Justice, the Commission's services 
are of the view that the benefit in question cannot be qualified as one of the social security 
benefits that fall within the scope of Council Regulation 1408/71. 

The Regulation applies to all branches of social security benefits as listed in Article 4(1), 
which have as a common characteristic that they are granted without any individual and 
discretionary assessment of personal needs. The Regulation is not applicable to social and 
medical assistance.

The benefit in question, however, is granted to any person, legally residing in the Netherlands, 
who does not have adequate means of subsistence. The national legislation therefore takes 
need as an essential criterion for its application. In addition, the Dutch Social Assistance Act 
does not make any references to periods of work, contributions or affiliation to any particular 
social security scheme that covers a specific risk, which could provide an indication that the 
benefit in question could be a social security benefit.

The question then arises as to whether or not the fact that the benefit in question may be made 
subject to the requirement that the person resides in that Member State could be considered as 
an obstacle to free movement of workers, prohibited under Article 39 of the Treaty.

The European Court of Justice has held on numerous occasions1 that the Treaty provisions 
relating to the freedom of movement for workers are intended to facilitate the pursuit by 
Community nationals of occupational activities of all kinds throughout the Community, and 
preclude measures which might place Community nationals at a disadvantage when they wish 
to pursue an economic activity in the territory of another Member State.

In the present case, however, the petitioner wanted to undertake an unpaid traineeship in 
France. As indicated previously, the essential characteristic of the employment relationship 
covered by Article 39 of the EC Treaty, as defined by the case law of the European Court of 
Justice, is the fact that a person performs genuine and effective activities for the benefit of and 
under the direction of another person in return for which he or she receives remuneration. The 
training which does not foresee any form of remuneration cannot therefore be considered as 
an employment relationship according to this definition. 

Consequently, the Commission services consider that the fact that the benefit under the WWB 
is subject to the requirement that the person is residing in that Member State cannot be 
considered as an obstacle to free movement of workers prohibited by Article 39.

It is true that the petitioner's potential employer indicated that after the traineeship she might 
be offered employment. However, the link between the obligations under the Dutch 
                                               
1 See in particular the Court's judgements in cases: C-415/93 Bosman [1995] ECR I-4921, 
Case C-109/04 Kranemann [2005] ECR I-2421, and the recent judgment of the Court of 11 
January 2007 in case C-208/05 ITC.
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legislation and this purely hypothetical perspective of employment in France is too indirect
and uncertain (see judgment of the Court in case C-190/98 Graf) to establish a potential 
obstacle to free movement of workers.

Regarding compatibility with Article 18 of the EC Treaty of the grant of a benefit under the 
WWB subject to the requirement of residence, the Dutch legislation may place at a 
disadvantage certain beneficiaries, such as the petitioner, simply because they have exercised 
their right to move and reside freely and found a traineeship in another Member State.

As confirmed by the case-law1 of the Court, the opportunities offered by the Treaty in relation 
to freedom of movement could not be fully effective if EU citizens could be deterred from 
availing themselves of them by legislation penalising the fact that they have used them. 

However, a restriction of the fundamental freedom of movement can be justified (and, 
consequently, be in line with Community law), if it is based on objective considerations of 
public interest independent of the nationality of the persons concerned and proportionate to 
the legitimate objective of the national provisions.

The WWB allowance is provided independently of the nationality of the recipients and gives 
them access to a work-reintegration programme aiming to facilitate their return to the 
employment market. In such a context it is legitimate for the Dutch legislation to wish to 
ensure that there is a real link between the applicant for that allowance and the Dutch labour 
market.

Conclusion

In the light of the above observations, the Commission considers that the fact that the Dutch 
authorities refused the petitioner the right to undertake a traineeship in another Member State 
in the framework of the Dutch work reintegrating programme seems not to violate the 
principles of free movement of persons. 

                                               
1 See, inter alia, judgments of the Court of 11 July 2002 in case C-224/98 D'Hoop
(Rec.2002, p. I-6191) and of 29 April 2004 in case C-224/02 Pusa (Rec.2004, p. I-5763)


